ABSTRACT Capturing quality cues in blind segmentation quality assessment (SQA) is a challenging task. This paper proposes a new blind SQA method that captures a variety of quality cues using two considerations: one is to consider different types of data, such as segmentation mask and original image patch and the other is to consider different types of data operations, such as the max pooling operation, the average pooling operation, and the convolution operation. An end-to-end segmentation quality assessment network is proposed to capture these different types of quality cues by the above-mentioned two considerations. Then, since the segmentation result by the traditional bounding box-based segmentation method using fixed parameter setting is usually inaccurate, we use the proposed blind SQA network to refine the traditional bounding box-based segmentation results, with the idea of selecting parameters that are adaptive to each image. A two-step refinement method is proposed. The first step generates multiple segmentation results by various parameter settings. The second step, then, uses the segmentation quality assessment to select the best quality segmentation result as the new result. To train and verify the proposed method, a new dataset constructed by using the PASCAL VOC dataset and the bounding box-based segmentation methods, such as Grabcut and improved FCN method, is constructed. The proposed method is finally verified on the constructed dataset and two tasks: the segmentation quality assessment and the bounding box-based segmentation. The experimental results demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed method.
I. INTRODUCTION
Image segmentation [1] consists of many fundamental steps, while the segmentation quality assessment (SQA) is the final one that measures the quality of the segmentation result that can be used as segmentation feedback to correct the segmentation errors. Depending on whether the manual annotations are given or not, the existing SQA methods can be classified into two categories such as non-blind [2] - [6] and blind segmentation quality assessment [7] , [8] . The first one is based on the manual annotations, with purpose of evaluating the similarity between the segmentation result and the manual annotation perceptually. Compared with traditional
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statistical metrics such as precision and recall, it can obtain more semantic evaluation. However, the manual annotations required are often missing in the practical applications.
Compared with non-blind SQA, blind SQA [9] - [13] does not require manual annotations, and can be used in a wider range of applications. Meanwhile, the lack of manual annotations makes the blind SQA task more challenging. To deal with such challenge, researchers have proposed a few of blind SQA methods, of which the main idea is to formulate segmentation quality assessment as a regression task that predicts a quality score for a given segmentation result by non-linear mapping. The traditional regression models are first adopted to learn the non-linear mapping, which however results in many failure cases caused mainly by the fact that the nonlinear regression between the segments and the quality scores is very complicated so that it is far beyond the capacity of the traditional models. Recently, by seeing the powerful ability of solving the non-linear regression problem, deep learning is used to formulate the regression model, and superior performances are obtained [7] , [8] . However, the inputs such as the segmentation results are assumed to be independent, while in some practical applications, the segmentation results may be correlated with each other, such as the ones obtained by a set of segmentation parameters that vary slightly. Some examples can be found in Fig. 1 , where the results of Grabcut with different parameter settings are displayed. In this case, the assumption becomes invalid and thus is highly likely to obtain unsatisfactory evaluations.
To enhance the segmentation quality assessment, this paper proposes a new CNN based SQA network that evaluates the quality of segmentation results by combing various quality cues. Two aspects are considered to generate different types of cues. In the first aspect, different types of data such as the segmentation mask and image are used to provide more quality cues. In the second aspect, three operators such as max pooling, average pooling and convolution are used to capture different types of quality cues. These quality cues are combined by an end-to-end CNN network finally to accomplish the evaluation of the segmentation quality.
Based on the fact that traditional bounding box based method using fixed parameters for all image usually obtains the segmentation results that are inaccurate, while it is hard to determine the parameters that are adaptive to each image, we next use the proposed segmentation quality assessment network to refine the traditional bounding box based segmentation method. The idea is to first segment a set of regions from the image by various parameter settings, and then select the segmentation result with the best quality as the final result. Based on the idea, a three step based method is proposed.
In the first step, a set of correlated segmentation results are obtained by using a set of segmentation parameters. The second step then uses the proposed SQA network to measure the quality of each segmentation result, and the third step finally selects the best result as the refined result.
To train and test the proposed network, we construct a new SQA dataset by using the PASCAL VOC 2012 dataset [14] and two types of bounding box based segmentation methods such as classical Grabcut and deep learning based interactive FCN. The experimental result shows that the proposed method can successfully measure the qualities of the correlated segmentation results. Moreover, the performance of the bounding box based segmentation can be improved obviously by the proposed SQA network.
II. RELATED WORK A. SEGMENTATION QUALITY ASSESSMENT
Segmentation quality assessment aims at measuring the quality of a segmentation result. Similar to the image quality assessment [10] - [13] , [15] - [18] , the existing segmentation quality assessment methods can be classified into two categories such as non-blind [2] - [6] and blind segmentation quality assessment [7] , [8] . The first one measures the segmentation results by using the groundtruth, and tries to evaluate the similarity between the segmentation result and the groundtruth more perceptually. The second one implements the assessment in the absence of groundtruth, and measures the segmentation quality by capturing the useful quality cues from the segmentation results only.
The proposed method belongs to the family of blind segmentation quality assessment method. In the past few years, a few of blind segmentation quality evaluation algorithms [9] - [13] have been proposed, of which the main idea is to first capture the quality cues from the segmentation results, and then predict quality scores for the segmentation results using the quality cues. Recently, deep learning is used to accomplish the two steps simultaneously [7] , [8] , and the impressive results are achieved. However, the segmentation results are assumed to be independent, which violates the fact in some practical cases that the segmentation results are correlated with each other, such as the segmentation results obtained by different settings of the segmentation parameter. It is still challenging to measure the quality of the segmentation results that are correlated with each other.
B. BOUNDING BOX BASED SEGMENTATION
Image segmentation is fundamental to many computer vision tasks [19] - [22] , and many image segmentation methods have be proposed in the past decade. Although their segmentation manners are different, they have the common step of generating object priors, which is the essential step for localizing the object regions [23] from the complicated backgrounds. In the past decade, several strategies are proposed to generate object priors, among which the unsupervised manner [24] , [25] generate the priors automatically by using the relationships of local pixels, with the idea that the nearby pixels similar to each other should be clustered into the same region. Therefore, the segmentation is formulated as clustering problem, and a number of clusters named ''Superpixel'' can be generated automatically. However, since the priors generated by the pixel similarities depict the relationships of local pixels, the superpixels generated are the small size of local regions rather than object regions.
In contrast to unsupervised segmentation, fully supervised segmentation learns the object prior by the manual annotations. It is proofed that the global priors can be learned well from the sufficient annotations by the powerful deep learning methods [26] , [27] . Meanwhile, it has two drawbacks. Firstly, it requires large amount of manual annotation, while generating the manual annotations are very time consuming. Secondly, it fails to implement the model on the data with different distributions, i.e., it faces the problem of domain adaption.
Interactive segmentation [28] - [32] generates object prior through the user interactions, such as the scribbles [33] and bounding boxes drawn on the images. Two steps are usually used. The first one allows the user to draw some annotations on the image indicating the pixels belonging to the foregrounds or the backgrounds. Then, the priors are formed from the annotations, and is used to segment the regions. Bounding box based segmentation is a well-known interactive segmentation method that uses the bounding box provided by user to segment the objects by two sequential sub-steps such as the prior generation and object segmentation. In general, the interactive segmentation is superior to the unsupervised method due to the more priors provided by the user interactions, while the workload for the user interaction is relatively small compared with fully supervised manner. However, generating object prior is sensitive to the segmentation parameters, and the adaptive parameters to generate better prior is hard to determine for each image. In the existing methods, the fixed parameters set empirically are used for the segmentation, which often leads to unsuccessful segmentation. In this paper, we solve such problem in a new view of segmentation quality assessment that obtains the best parameters by their segmentation qualities automatically, which is verified to be useful to the bounding box based segmentation.
III. THE PROPOSED METHOD
We first introduce the proposed segmentation quality assessment network. Then, the method of refining the bounding box based segmentation by the proposed SQA network is proposed.
A. SEGMENTATION QUALITY ASSESSMENT NETWORK 1) PROBLEM FORMULATION
Given an image I and the segmentation S, we aim at predicting a score s within [0,1] indicating the quality of S, which can be represented by
where CNN s is CNN network used to achieve the prediction. We next introduce two baseline networks such as onebranch network and two-branch network. Then, we introduce our multi-branch network named Multi-Pooling-SQA Network which uses the multiple pooling operations to capture different quality cues.
2) BASELINE
The baseline segmentation quality assessment network is shown in Fig. 2 , where two steps such as the feature extraction step and the quality prediction step are used. The first step is implemented by VGG-16 network followed by three FC layers. The evaluation score is obtained by the last FC layer normalized by a sigmoid layer.
3) ADD-NETWORK
The drawback of baseline network is that the context information cannot be depicted by considering the segmentation mask only. To incorporate the context information, we next design a two-branch SQA network, namely ADD-network, that considers the original image and the segmentation result simultaneously. The network is shown in Fig. 3 , where two subnetworks are contained to form ADD-network.
It is seen from Fig. 3 that ADD network consists of three steps: feature extraction, feature fusion, and quality prediction. The feature extraction step extracts the quality cues from FIGURE 3. The proposed ADD segmentation quality assessment network. The segmentation patch and the image patch are used as two inputs to form two branches of the network. Add layer is used to combine the two branches, and the network output is the quality score.
FIGURE 4.
The proposed Multi-Pooling segmentation quality assessment network that consists of three steps such as feature extraction, feature combination and quality prediction. Three branches based on the operations of max pooling, average pooling and the convolutional layer respectively are used to capture the segmentation quality cues.
the image and the segmentation region achieved by VGG-16 network where the convolution layers such as Conv-1 to Conv-5 are used for the feature extraction. The two deep features are then combined to form the final feature in the feature fusion step, which is designed by adding the two features using Eltwise Layer. In the step of quality prediction, three FC layers and a sigmoid layer are used to predict the quality score. It is seen that the backgrounds around the segmentation region are used to provide more context cues in the proposed ADD network.
4) MULTI-POOLING-SQA NETWORK
Based on the two networks above, we next introduce the Multi-Pooling-SQA network that considers more segmentation quality cues. The Multi-Pooling-SQA network is designed by two types of quality cues: the local context cue as used in ADD network and the segmentation quality cue that is achieved by using different types of pooling operations.
The local context cue is extracted from the segmentation region and the local image patch around the segmentation mask. Similar to ADD network, we set the segmentation region and the local image path as the input of the MultiPooling-SQA network, and use CNN network to extract the context cue.
We extract the segmentation quality by pooling operation. As shown in Baseline network and ADD network, max pooling is used to capture the quality cues. However, it is verified that the features are sensitive to the pooling operators [34] , and different types of features can be achieved by using different types of pooling operators. Motivated by such observation, we propose a new multi-branch network namely Multi-Pooling-SQA network to enhance the measuring of the segmentation results' quality, of which the idea is to capture various quality cues using multiple pooling operators.
The proposed Multi-Pooling-SQA network is shown in Fig. 4 , which consists of three steps such as feature extraction, feature fusion and quality prediction. Given the VOLUME 7, 2019 FIGURE 5. An overview of the proposed method framework, which consists of three steps. In the first step, the bounding box based segmentation method is implemented to generate a set of segmentation results by using different segmentation parameters. Then, the segmentation results are evaluated and scored by the segmentation quality assessment network. In the third step, the segmentation results are sorted according to their qualities, and the best one is selected as the final segmentation result.
segmentation result and the original image, the first step extracts features by three CNN branches, each of which is comprised of three convolution blocks. A convolution layer and pooling layer are used to form each convolution block, and three types of pooling operators such as max pooling, average pooling and the convolutional layer with stride two are used as the pooling layers to separately construct the three branches. In the feature fusion step, we first use Concat layer to combine the features with the manner as shown in Fig. 4 . Then, the combined feature is sent to the following layers such as the convolution layers and the max pooling layer to obtain the deep feature further. Finally, three FC layers and sigmoid layer are used to output the quality score that is similar to the above networks.
The proposed segmentation quality assessment network has two advantages. Firstly, the local context information within the segmentation region and local image patch can measure the segmentation quality more semantically. Secondly, diverse pooling operations instead of max pooling can extract more types of the segmentation quality features. By training the proposed network with specific segmentation results, our method can be offered the ability of evaluating the qualities of the segmentation results that have specific property. We next use our network to measure the qualities of the segmentation results obtained by bounding box based segmentation method.
B. REFINING BOUNDING BOX BASED SEGMENTATION BY THE PROPOSED SQA NETWORK
The traditional bounding box based segmentation method using fixed parameters may obtain inaccurate segmentation results. We determine the adaptive parameter by using the proposed segmentation quality assessment network, with the idea of selecting the parameter from the potential parameters based on the segmentation qualities of their segmentation results. The overview of the proposed method is shown in Fig. 5 , which consists of three steps. The first step segments multiple regions from the image using a set of segmentation parameters. In the second step, the proposed SQA network is used to measure the segmentation results, and assign each segmentation result a score. The third step then sorts the segmentation results by the quality scores to obtain a sorted array, and the first one indicating the best quality is selected as the final segmentation result. We next introduce the details of the three steps.
1) GENERATING THE INITIAL SEGMENTATION RESULTS
Given an image I with a bounding box w, we first segment a set of segmentation results by the interactive segmentation method, which can be represented as,
where Seg is the bounding box based segmentation method. θ is the parameters for segmentation that can be changed to segment different regions. We denote θ = {θ 1 , · · · , θ m } and S = {s 1 , · · · , s m } as the sets of the parameter settings and the segmentation results separately. Two types of bounding box based segmentation methods such as Grabcut [28] and interactive FCN [27] are considered. For Grabcut, the parameter γ used to balance the unary term and pairwise term is set as θ for adjusting. We set γ to be a set of values within [0,1] starting from zero and changing with a step size of 0.1. The interactive FCN is formed from the FCN network by using the bounding box as additional input. Several revisions are implement on FCN for handling bounding box. 1) The input changes to the region patch cropped from the image via the bounding box, and the output changes to binary mask. 2) COCO dataset is used to pre-train the segmentation network.
3) The bounding box is shifted slightly to act as adjusting the parameters. A total of 31 bounding boxes are generated randomly for the interactive FCN method.
2) INITIAL RESULT SELECTION
After generating the initial segmentation results, we next select the best one as the final result by first evaluating the segmentation results using the segmentation quality assessment, and then selecting the one with the best quality as the final segmentation result.
C. THE DATASET CONSTRUCTION
To train our network, we construct a new dataset consisting of many segmentation results by bounding box based segmentation methods. Three steps such as selecting original images, generating the segmentation results, and generating the quality scores are used to construct the dataset.
The images in PASCAL VOC 2012 dataset [14] is used as the original images, where the training and validation dataset are used to construct our training and test dataset separately. Our training and testing dataset finally consist of 26766 patches and 5730 patches separately, with a total of 32,496 image patches. In generating the segmentation results, Grabcut [28] and interactive FCN network [27] introduced in Section III-B.1 above are used as the segmentation methods to generate the segmentation results.
1) PARAMETER SETTINGS FOR GRABCUT
For the Grabcut method, the bounding box is set as the one that exactly covers the object region of the groundtruth. The parameter γ to balance the unary term and pairwise term is adjusted for obtaining multiple segmentation regions. In the experiment, we set parameters γ from 0 to 1 with step 0.1. Some larger values of γ such as 10 to 200 with step 10 are also used. Therefore, a total of 31 values of γ are used, and 31 segmentation results are obtained.
2) PARAMETER SETTINGS FOR CNN-BASED BOUNDING BOX SEGMENTATION
For CNN-based bounding box segmentation, we generate multiple results by multiple inputs generated from the original bounding box by shifting the borders of the bounding box randomly. Specifically, the bounding box of the groundtruth is set as the basic bounding box, of which the four borders are shifted multiple times to form a set of bounding boxes using the manner that the distance for border shifting is relative to the size of the bounding box such as the height H and width W scaled by a value α. Here, we set α be a value within set {0, 0.01, 0.02, 0.05}, and we select the value from the set randomly to generate ten segmentation results finally.
After obtaining the bounding box based segmentation results, we set the image quality score as the well-known IoU value, which is formulated as:
where GT and Res are the manually annotated region and the segmentation region respectively.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We next verify the proposed method in three aspects such as the settings of our experiments, the objective and subjective results of the proposed method, and the comparison results compared with the existing related methods.
A. DATASET
We use the dataset constructed above to train the proposed blind SQA network. A subset of images in the training dataset such as 12763 samples by Grabcut segmentation and 14003 samples by interactive FCN segmentation are used for training as we delete some results with small objects. In addition, 5730 images in the test dataset are used for testing, which consists of 2303 samples by Grabcut and 3427 samples by interactive FCN segmentation. In pre-processing step, the region cropped from the bounding box ten pixels wider to the borders is used as the input, and all the regions are normalized to the size of 224 × 224.
B. PARAMETER SETTING
We next detail the parameter settings of our experiments. Our network is trained on Caffe [35] framework and Adam [36] gradient descent optimization algorithm. The mIoU value is used to objectively evaluate the segmentation results, which is defined as
where N is the number of segmentation results, IoU i is the IoU value of the i-th segmentation result. It is seen that mIoU value is the average IoU value of the multiple segmentation results. Since larger IoU value means better segmentation of the segmentation result (as shown in Eq. (3)), larger mIoU value indicates better segmentation of multiple segmentation results. For the baseline network as displayed in Fig. 2 , we set the output number of the last FC8 layer to one, and the loss to the Euclidean loss. In the training, we set momentum to 0.9, weight decay to 0.0005, the initial learning rate to 0.0001 and the batch size to 32. The VGG-16 pre-trained on ImageNet dataset is used for initialization.
For the ADD network, VGG-16 is used as the backbone network. In the feature combination, Eltwise Layer that shows better convergence and performance than usual Concat Layer is used. In Eltwise Layer, the coefficient is set to 1 to q for subtracting deep features of the original image from the segmentation result. We set q = 0.2. We set the batch size to 16, the momentum to 0.9, the weight decay to 0.0005, and the initial learning rate to 0.0001 for training.
The kernel size of the convolution block in each branch of the multi-branch subnetwork is set to 3 × 3 with stride 1. The initial parameters are set randomly by Xavier initialization. To verify the effectiveness of each branch, we also implement our network by using two branches such as max pooling and average pooling only. In the step of feature FIGURE 6. Some segmentation quality results by our quality assessment network. In each image group, the original image patches, the segmentation results, the quality groundtruth score L, and the score by our SQA network S are displayed.
FIGURE 7.
Some segmentation results by the fixed parameters and our adaptive parameters. The original image patches, the segmentation results by the fixed parameters and our adaptive parameters are shown. Both the Grabcut and interactive FCN methods are considered. We set γ = 50 and α = 0 as the fixed parameter for Grabcut and interactive FCN respectively. The adaptive values of the two parameters by our method are also displayed.
combination, the features of each branch are combined by Concat Layer, followed by two convolutional layers and Max Pooling. In the training, we set the batch size to 16, momentum to 0.9, weight decay to 0.0005, and the learning rate to 0.0001. Adam optimization algorithm is used for training. Fig. 6 displays some subjective results of the proposed SQA network, where the image patches, the segmentation results, the groundtruth scores (L) and our scores (S) are shown. It is seen that our scores are close to the groundtruth, which demonstrates the effectiveness of the proposed network. Some segmentation results by the fixed parameters and our method are shown in Fig. 7 . The original image patches, the segmentation results by the fixed parameters and the segmentation results by our method are shown from the top row to the bottom row respectively. We set γ = 50 as the fixed parameter for Grabcut. For interactive FCN method, the original bounding box is used as the fixed setting (i.e., α = 0). It can be seen from Fig. 7 that the results of our method are better than the results using the fixed parameters on both the Grabcut and the interactive FCN methods, which further demonstrates the effectiveness of the proposed method.
C. SUBJECTIVE RESULTS

D. OBJECTIVE RESULTS
We next display the objective results in Table 1 , where mIoU value is used for verification. It is seen that the maximum value and the minimum value by the fixed parameters are (0.4592, 0.5505) for Grabcut, and (0.5729, 0.5949) for Interactive FCN method respectively. The mIoU values of the proposed method denoted as ''Multi-3'' are 0.5750 and 0.6182 for Grabcut and interactive FCN method respectively, which are larger than the values using fixed parameter that further demonstrates the effectiveness of the proposed method.
We also display the mIoU values of other proposed methods for comparisons. They are denoted as ''ADD-0.5'', ''ADD-0.2'', and ''Multi-2'' respectively. ''ADD-0.2'' (''ADD-0.5'') network denotes the proposed ADD network as shown in Fig. 3 with the setting of q = 0.2 (q = 0.5). ''Multi-2'' means the two branch network as displayed in Fig. 4 but by using the branches of the max pooling and the average pooling only. It is seen that the mIoU values of the proposed method (Multi-3) are larger than these comparison methods, which further demonstrates the effectiveness of the proposed segmentation quality assessment network.
We next compare the proposed method with several existing related methods such as [37] , [38] , and [7] , where the method in [7] is a recent segmentation quality assessment method, and the methods in [37] , [38] are the image quality assessment methods that can be revised to evaluate the segmentation quality easily by re-training the networks using the dataset of the segmentation results as used in our experiments. The codes of these methods publicly released by the authors are employed. Note that the code of the method [37] is not released publicly, we re-implement the method according to the settings given in the paper. The mIoU values of the comparison methods are displayed in Table 1 . It is seen that the mIoU values by our method are larger than these comparison methods, which demonstrates the effectiveness of our strategy of using multiple quality cues.
We next show the objective results of the ablation experiments in Table 2 and Table 3 , where the results with and without using the image patch are displayed. For each table, the results by using different combinations of the three branches are displayed for verifying the effectiveness of each branch. In the first row of the table, Max, Ave and Conv denote max pooling operation, average pooling operation and convolution operation respectively, and the tick indicates whether or not the corresponding operation is used. The results of all the possible combinations of the three operations are shown. It is seen from the two tables that the mIoU values of our method considering all the three operations are larger than the others on both Grabcut and Interactive FCN methods, which demonstrates the effectiveness of our method. Compared with Table 2 and Table 3 , the mIoU values of the method using the image patch are larger than the ones without using the image path on both the Grabcut and Interactive FCN methods, which further demonstrates the effectiveness of our method in using the context information.
E. DISCUSSION
In our method, we consider the correlations between segmentation results in two ways. Firstly, the initial segmentation VOLUME 7, 2019 regions generated by different parameters are obtained by the same inputs such as the image and the initial window. Therefore, the initial segmentation regions correspond to the same object, and are correlated with each other. Secondly, by considering the fact that the small differences between the correlated regions make the quality assessment more challenging, we try to capture quality cues that are useful to describe the quality of the correlated segmentation results. Two types of cues such as the local context cue of the original image and the segmentation quality cue of the segmentation mask, and three types of operations such as max pooling, average pooling, and convolution operation are used to capture the quality cues. Experimental results demonstrate the usefulness of our method in measuring the quality of the correlated segmentation regions.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, a novel segmentation quality assessment network that combines various segmentation cues is proposed to predict the quality of segmentation results. We further propose a new framework to automatically select the best segmentation parameters for the bounding box based segmentation methods by the segmentation quality assessment. To train and verify the proposed method, a segmentation quality assessment dataset that contains more than 30000 samples for the training and 5000 samples for the testing is constructed. The experimental results demonstrate that the proposed method can enhance the segmentation quality assessment well. Moreover, the bounding box based segmentation method can be improved efficiently by using the segmentation quality assessment.
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